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INTRODUCTION

Studying binary star systems allow us to determine 
properties that we cannot find with single star 
systems, like mass, radius, and density. Binary star 
systems are also very common, making up at least a 
third of all star systems.

BX TRI

A contact binary system is a type of binary system in 
which the two stars are close enough to touch and 
exchange stellar material.

METHOD

BACKGROUND

OBTAINING IMAGES

Previously reported:
• Contact binary system
• Period: 0.1926 days
• Magnitude: 12.35 at maxima

12.70 at minima
• Both stars are M-class stars, the lowest 

temperature stellar class
gs

BX Tri has one of the shortest known periods of 
binary systems, a period which is even smaller than 
one theorized 0.22 day limit for contact binaries of 
this mass.

We have obtained and analyzed a light curve of the 
contact binary star system BX Tri. We chose BX Tri 
because of its very short period, which is one of the 
shortest periods among known binary systems. We 
wanted to observe a binary star system to help us 
gauge the sensitivity of our observing system and 
help us prepare to observe objects that require a 
higher sensitivity, like exoplanets. 

Detached Semi-detached Contact

The different kinds of binary systems (Creative Commons Images)

CALIBRATION AND ANALYSIS

Casey Observatory and telescope

A series of 196 90-second 
images was gathered 
over the course of two 
nights with a Meade 0.3
meter LX-200 telescope 
at Casey Observatory. We 
used a CCD camera with 
no filter for image 
capture, and the program 
PHD2 for guiding the 
telescope. Guiding limits 
the drift of images on the 
camera chip due to 
imperfect tracking by the 
telescope. Guiding is 
crucial to obtaining high-
quality long exposures.. 
During exposures, 
telescope pointing 
corrections were made 
every 3 seconds.

RESULTS

Target

Star field with target (green) and 
comparison stars (blue) marked

NEXT STEPS

We took the 
resulting light 
curve from the 
two nights, and 
folded it 
together to 
examine how 
well the light 
curve fit 
together over 
time. 

We also took a 
linear fit on a 
segment of our 
light curve and 
calculated the 
standard 
deviation.

Additional 
Analysis

This step 
involves taking 
two rings 
around the 
center of the 
star, one being 
the star itself, 
and the other 
the sky around 
it. The program 
then takes the 
average of the 
light from the 
sky background 
and subtracts it 
from the star.

Multi-aperture 
Photometry

We picked stars 
that were G-
class or lower to 
match the 
atmospheric 
extinction of 
the object. We 
also had to 
make sure that 
the stars had no 
detectable 
magnitude  
variation.

Comparison 
Stars

This reduces 
noise in the 
image from the 
camera itself, 
like dark 
current.

This step 
includes both 
dark 
subtraction and 
flat dividing the 
image.

Calibration

To the right is the light 
curve folded with the 
previously reported 
period. From this we can 
see our results are 
consistent with:
• A period of 0.192 days
• The rounded peaks of 

this light curve are 
consistent with a
contact binary system

• Magnitude variation 
as previously reported

We were able to get a 
rough estimate for the 
sensitivity of our observing 
system by taking a linear fit 
of a segment of the curve, 
and calculating the 
residuals. The standard 
deviation for the fit was 
0.004 magnitude, which 
means we would be able to 
examine events with 
smaller variations in 
magnitude, such as 
exoplanet transits.

Calibration and analysis was 
done through AstroImageJ, 
with some additional analysis in 
Excel.  

Because BX Tri is in the lowest temperature stellar class, 
it is very red, and it will dim less than the comparison 
stars when close to the horizon, a phenomenon called 
atmospheric extinction.  We suspect this is why the 
second peak appears to change from one night to the 
next.

• Determining what effect atmospheric extinction 
has on our results

• Improving noise reduction and sensitivity in our 
observing system

• Observing events with smaller magnitude 
variations, such as exoplanet transits
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